More than 18000 kW in cooling power
has been installed in Datacenters all
over the world, improving the energy
efficiency in each one of them.

18.000 kW
SACS COOLING SYSTEMS: SAIFOR’s range of cooling
solutions for high and medium density Datacenters.
HDC AISLE: Specially designed for hot or cold aisles
installation in Datacenters, offering a high cooling capacity up
to 36kW.
HDC RACK: To be installed directly to the rack in a high
density systems, like applications with Blade servers, offering
the highest capacity up to 31Kw.
CUBO®: SAIFOR has modular solutions for the creation of hot
and cold aisles in existing or new Datacenters.

saifor.com
Part of IGE Holding
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FRANCE

DASSAULT SYSTEMES FRANCE & SAIFOR,
A GREAT COMBINATION

STATE OF THE ART DATACENTER

Dassault is always in a constant search of solutions that
allow offering its customers a high quality service and also
has a complete control of each one of its operation centers,
that is why Dassault has decided to integrate all its centers
in one datacenter distributed 3 rooms, so they can
centralize all their operation in one place.
The importance of this project, requested suppliers that
could provide quality solutions to fulfil its demands.
Among the priorities of this project were:
The timing, the infrastructure, the space, where the
datacenter would be located, a custom-made design,
because each one of the solutions that would be provided,
needed to be adapted to the space dimension and also to
every customer's request, an intelligent cable
management system and a complete control of the air
flows.
First Dassult looked for the space and location solutions; in
order to get this, the company decided to use a Telehouse
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infrastructure, which provided the necessary space where
Dassault could unify all its racks in one single place.
After finding the right place to install the datacenter,
Dassault selected SAIFOR France to be the provider of the
precise solutions that would be used in this project.
SAIFOR knowing the importance of the project, did a
detailed study of every single necessity of it, this study
included a custom-made racks design, the temperature of
the room, PDUs, cable management system and also a
study about the electric charges between Telehouse and
Dassault.
One of the most important priority of this project was the
delivering time and SAIFOR wanted to get it done in record
time, to achieve this goal SAIFOR has an advantage, its
own production plant, with the latest technology this
assures having all the solutions in time, guaranteeing
quality products, right performance and precise
installation of each one of them.

www.saiforupdates.com

CASES STUDY

SAIFOR knowing the importance of
this project, did a detailed study of
every single necessity of it

HOT AISLE

For SAIFOR this project was a challenge that demanded custom-made solutions, to
complete this phase of the project the designing team worked constantly to create the
solutions to fulfil the needs of the project, among these solutions were:

CABLE MANAGEMENT

www.saifor.com

>

11 modular close containment aisle, which were designed with an automatic doors
system made of glass that facilitates the access to the inside of the containment,
aesthetic and also allows seeing from the outside the interior of the containment.

>

220 Arctic racks, which were custom-made to fulfil every customer's request.

>

Each one of the containment was marked with the logo of the company and a letter
that has led lighting system. These letters allow having a perfect control of the
infrastructure by sections.

>

CDUs that were selected in 2 colours (red and blue) to facilitate the installation and
maintenance of the equipment. The CDUs were chosen in different colours to
minimize human errors at the time of installation, the cable used in this installation
were also chosen in different colours, these features make easier to collocate
them. With this system the electric power line of each aisle, can be easily identified.

>

Cable management system, each group of racks in this datacenter has its own
cabling system, that is why SAIFOR has designed different configurations for each
one of them.
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FRANCE

SAIFOR FRANCE HAS BEEN SELECTED TO BE
THE PROVIDER OF THE SOLUTIONS FOR ADP
DATACENTER.

CUBO SOLUTIONS

The solution recommended by SAIFOR was the CUBO that
offers the perfect housing for the equipment that are
installed in this datacenter. The solutions assure energy
and operational costs savings and improve the efficiency
of the facility.
One of the most important requests of this project was
sealing the whole environment where the racks were
located, putting them in a closed containment, which
avoids airflows or mixture of hot and cold air.
Even that in this project the client is using other brand of
racks, SAIFOR’s solutions are flexible and modular, allowing
to be used with any brand of racks in the market. With the
implemented solutions we guarantee great savings.
ABOUT ADP
Aéroports de Paris owns three major airports and Operates
in the Paris area (Paris-Charles de Gaulle, Paris-Orly and
Paris-Le Bourget), 10 general aviation airfields and the
heliport of Issy-les-Moulineaux.
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The three major airports provide facilities for performing
the benefit of passengers, airline companies, freight and
mail carriers and operators offer a powerful ranks of
services tailored to their needs.
This group is ranked 2nd in Europe and 7th in the world for
passenger traffic and the number one for European air
cargo (Including mail).
The port of entry for France, was the first global tourist
destination, Aéroports de Paris is an essential connection
point for international air transport.
Thanks to icts geographical location, first class
infrastructure and compétitivité, Aéroports de Paris is
Ideally Positioned to take full advantage of the expected
growth in global air traffic in the medium and long term.
Its growth strategy is based on Strengthening icts airport
terminal facilities, service offerings and enriching icts in
the longer term, the use of icts real estate potential.

www.saiforupdates.com

CASES STUDY

MULTIPLE SAIFOR'S SOLUTIONS WERE
IMPLEMENTED IN THE LEADING INFORMATION
DELIVERY PLATFORM IN EUROPE
The solutions for Datacenters provided by SAIFOR to this project
were custom-made, because every solution needed to be
adapted to the infrastructure, but also to those customers
whose equipments will be housed inside it.

>

Cold aisle containment system, which is a solution that allows
keeping a constant temperature inside the Datacenter, avoiding
the mixture of the hot and cold air.

>

Sliding door system to have an easy access to the Datacenter
infrastructure.

>

Cage, a solution that allows creating an infrastructure for those
customers who wanted to have their racks in a private space.

>

A perforated system to have the right ventilation, among others.

>

Each one of these solutions improves the operations of the
Datacenter and helps to have efficient energy consumption.

EUROPE

The solutions were:

ABOUT COLT
COLD AISLE CONTAINMENT SYSTEM

Colt is the leading information delivery platform in Europe that
offers its customers the possibility to supply, share, process and
storage their vital businesses information.
This company was founded in 1992 and since then it has
provided integral network services to Large, medium and small
companies all over the world. Colt operates in a 35.000 km
network, in 21 countries including the metropolitan areas of 39
of the most important cities in Europe with a fibre connection in
18.000 buildings and in its 19 Datacenters.
Among the latest investment made by Colt, it is the newest
Datacenter in Barcelona that is considerate one of the most
modern and vanguard in Europe. From this Datacenter Colt
works with the most important companies in Catalonia, this
infrastructure is the beginning of a project, in which Colt will
invest 140 millions euros in building similar structures in
different cities in Spain; this project is called Open Network.
For Colt, Barcelona is more than one of the best cities in the
world, it is the place where it is located Colt’s European support
services center, which offers support to its 35.000 European
customers, this center is the only in Spain with this
characteristics, because it has state-of-the-art technology that
allows processing more than a million phone calls a year.

www.saifor.com

ARCTIC SERVER RACKS
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How to save energy and money.
Improve your PUE.
Nowadays the biggest challenges facing by datacenters are energy
and money savings, that is why it is so important, to implement good
practices in your datacenter with which you can minimize the energy
consumption and you can save money.
The power efficiency metrics is an important topic of conversation in
datacenters operations, it is necessary to know the important role
that metrics measurement has and the role your rack PDUs can play
in providing the precise data you need. When improving your overall
datacenter efficiency.
The way to achieve the highest effectiveness is to maximize the
amount of useful computational work by IT equipment for total
energy consumed by the equipment itself and the infrastructure that
supports the equipment.
The most commonly used metric for this is Power Usage
Effectiveness (PUE).
PUE is the ratio of the total power consumed by a datacenter to the
power consumed by the IT equipment that are housed in the facility:

1.2

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

Datacenters are dynamic environments as are their external
environment, which is why it is impossible to optimize energy efficiency
at a point in time and then forget about it. With SAIFOR intelligent
CDUs you can get your power consumption at rack level, with the
possibility of having all the data, even from a single outlet and generate
reports, flows and remote management.

PUE

Measurement as a basis for improvement.

Therefore to optimize operational energy efficiency and costs, you
have to make continuous measurements of key parameters to
understand the level of efficiency, and a benchmark performance from
each major sub-component established.
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Total facility power
IT equipment power
www.saiforupdates.com

6 EASY STEPS TO CUT COSTS.
1. Separate hot and cold aisles. “First off all, separate hot
and cold aisles, but be quick and make sure there are no
places where the air mixture”.
2. Turn up the temperature. when your raise the temperature in
a cold aisle, the energy consumption minimizes because of
the CRAC system and compressors from the cooling
installation.
3. Replace large servers with fewer, more energy-efficient
servers. “This means that you can put more workloads on
less equipment that run more efficiently and reduce your
energy consumption”.
4. Take out the inactive equipment. All the inactive equipment
consumes energy.
5. Use free cooling. if you can,cool climate is something ideal
for your datacenter.
6. Switch off the lights.

SAIFOR SOLUTIONS TO IMPROVE YOUR PUE
1. The air containment system CUBO, which is specially designed to avoid the mixing of air, has a fireproof roof tiles that can be
removed and a lighting system installed in the corridor, so the lighting controls will be displayed inside the corridor instead of the
room.

2. Attack leaks in the raised floor, using SAIFOR raised flooring grommet system, you will get more airflow in those areas with a
higher demand and the lost of pressure under the floor, avoiding stratification and velocity losses.

3. To attack the rack there are 3 objectives:
a. Increasing the passive airflow using SAIFOR Arctic V2 vented doors, which offer the largest ventilation area in the
market, the rigidity and security with 4 locking points system.

b. Avoid the air ciruclation at rack level using SAIFOR family of airflow management systems which have a Zero Airflow
Panel Mount that allows the isolation of the entire 19" in any depth position inside the rack, these quick fit blanking
panels are available in 1U and 3U for a rapid deployment.

c. Ensure server fans airflow using SAIFOR wide range of vertical cable management system and special supports for Zero
U CDUs, which minimize the space and improve the use of rear available space of the rack.

4. HDC Cool Unit is one of the most efficient cooling unit in the market, which offers up to 36 KW with a maximum power
consumption of 1KW. These units can be used in row and in closed loop configurations. The design of the units are optimized to
work with chillers plants designed for free cooling, accepting water intakes in range from 6 to 20ºC.

5. HDC web control that allows collecting data, controlling and regulating temperature and forecast future changes of facilities,”
With this software we are able to have all the information in a data base because, this is a Plug and Play system, which simplifies
the installation and implementation (portable and reliable).

“Using SAIFOR solutions and implementing the previous steps our customers can achieve over 30%
energy savings in their datacenter, obtaining the ROI sooner than they expect.”

www.saifor.com
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More than 3.6 Kms of thermal
containment aisles has been installed
in Datacenters all over the world,
improving the PUE in each one of them.

3,6kms

OF ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

SAIFOR's CUBO® is the modular solution for the creation of
hot and cold aisles in newly constructed Data Centres.
RETROFIT SYSTEMS: SAIFOR is specialized in aisles
closing in existing Datacenters with different racks
manufacturers, increasing drastically the energy efficiency.
COOLING SYSTEMS: SAIFOR's density cooling solutions up
to 36kw for corridors and racks.
Visit us @ :

23 MEXICO CITY
OCT

CENTRO BANAMEX

saifor.com
Part of IGE Holding

CASES STUDY

NEW DATACENTER IN MOFA KUWAIT
DTC and SAIFOR were in charge of providing datacenter
infrastructure solutions to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in
Kuwait, which will be used by MOFA’s operators both in
Qatar and Kuwait.
The datacenter is located at the Al Seif Palace, where
MOFA’s facilities are.

>

Arctic Racks which are specially designed to provide high
level of security and stability.

>

An electronic keypad for outer door

>

IP integrated pad system, which allows opening 8 doors of
the CUBO with only one keypad.

>

High density cooling solution (HDC) that provides a
maximum cooling capacity up to 36Kw, specially designed
for high density datacenter.

>

At the end of the aisle a Sliding doors system, for an easy
access to the aisle.

>

Sealed roof with intelligent cable system

>

The Racks Monitoring Systems with different sensors to
detect temperature, leakage, movement, smoke,
humidity, etc.

MOROCCO / KUWAIT

SAIFOR recommended for this project a closed aisle
containment that includes:

SAIFOR AISLE CONTAINMENT

THE OFPPT IN MOROCCO HAS
A NEW DATACENTER
SAIFOR S.L. and its partner in Morocco CBI
Producteur de Productivite have recently
implemented precise solutions in the new
datacenter that is located at OFPPT the Office de
la Formation Professionnelle et de la Promotion du
Travail in Morocco.
One of the biggest requests to take into account in
this project was the implementation of solutions
that optimize the energy efficient of the facility,
for this matter SAIFOR recommended its CUBO,
which includes solutions for each one of the
demands of the datacenter. Among these
solutions there are:

> Arctic Racks, which provide high security level for the
equipment that, will be housed in the datacenter.

> Zero Airflow system that avoids the mixing between hot
and cold air.

> HDC High density cooling solutions, which are specially
designed for high density datacenter.

> PDUs (Power Distribution Units) that will manage and
distribute the power capacity inside the datacenter and
reduce the downtime.

> Intelligent cable management system to organize the
cabling that will go inside the CUBO

The combination of all these solutions guarantees an efficient performance of the
equipments, the right temperature and savings in energy and costs.

www.saifor.com
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AUTOMATIC ROOF

AUTOMATIC ROOF PANEL OPENING SYSTEM

AUTOMATIC ROOF PANEL SYSTEM

This system specially designed to be activated in
case of a fire emergency inside a datacenter, the roof
panels open automatically and allow the gas
suppressant or water from sprinklers to get inside
the cube, minimizing the damages.
When SAIFOR containment is in operation mode it is
fully closed but in case of fire the containment open
completely (roof panels and doors), allowing the
access of fire suppression system (gas or water).

105º OPENING
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>

MAIN FEATURES
Modular and scalable system with panels that can be customized
by specific length and width.

>

In case of emergency the system is activated and the roof panels
open automatically allowing the water or gas suppressant to get
inside the containment, this system avoids the needs of modifying
or extending sprinklers inside the infrastructure.

>

Electromagnetic closing that allows the communication with the
BMS and the activation of an interruption alarm.

>

Each module has 2 panels in longitudinal position and a central bar
to install the cabling and the lighting system, which will be turned
on, in case of emergency.

>

This system allows taking out some racks without dismounting the
roof.

>

The central section of the roof system has a top deflector design
that opens at 105º allowing water or gas to get into the aisle.

>

The longitudinal lighting duct can be modified to install wider lights
and sensors.

>

It also includes an intelligent cable management system that
allows organizing the lighting cables, providing an aesthetic view.

www.saiforupdates.com

NEW PRODUCTS

RETROFIT SOLUTIONS

RETROFIT, IMPROVE THE ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

SAIFOR RETROFIT SOLUTIONS

The traditional cooling system in datacenter, either under
the floor or in the room, bring with them high energy costs
that come from keeping the right and constant
temperature that assures the right performance of the
installed equipments.
The general problem is the mixing of hot and cold airflows.
This entails consistent use of all cooling elements, which
provide a very low air supply temperature to the output of
the machines (CRACs), when mixed with the high
temperatures dissipated by the equipment, keep an
optimal temperature service in the room.
This implies the continuous use of compressors, circuit
pumps, ventilators, and other analogue cooling elements,
on the other hand the creation of hot spots increases the
use of ventilators.
The retrofit solutions try to reduce the energy consumed
by cooling, raising the temperature in the room, and at the
same time to prolong the useful life of the equipments
together with a reduction of maintenance costs.

www.saifor.com

In order to get this, the main solution is the physical
separation of hot and cold air.
SAIFOR offers a highly modular system, with a high
degree of customization that allows closing the hot and
cold aisles, even with products that are not from SAIFOR,
and without interrupting the regular performance of the
datacenter.
Knowing that every retrofitting project is unique, SAIFOR
has a highly qualified team with a wide experience in
custom-made retrofitting to get the maximum efficient of
the existing installation, foreseen a future expansion and
adjust the budget to the maximum.
One of the advantages of SAIFOR as a manufacturer with
engineering, a production plant and its own product, is the
guarantee to a good performance, because we ensure the
perfect integration of our solutions, combined with CUBO
solutions, our highly precise cooling units to those
facilities where high density is required, and also the cable
management solutions and power cabling.
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GET EFFICIENCY
SAIFOR solutions offer the possibility to solve any
problem in the least amount of time, the technology
to face any changes in the future and the capacity
to optimize any datacenter infrastructure.
Saifor Precise Solutions manage, automate and
optimize the infrastructure providing efficiency in
every single application.
Precise energy control
Precise cooling solutions
Airflow management
Controlled PUE
Emergency solutions
SAIFOR's solutions leading the way on energy
efficient datacenters.

precise
solutions

CASES STUDY

BELGIUM

OUR SOLUTIONS WERE IMPLEMENTED AT
THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

EUROPEAN PARLAMIENT, BRUSSELS

SAIFOR's subsidiary in Belgium was in charge of providing
the solutions for the datacenter that was built inside the
installation of the European Parliament.
Our team worked to find the suitable solutions that would
be used in this important project. Taking always into
account the dimension of the area, the number of
equipments that would be housed inside the datacenter,
the temperature of the facility and the power distribution
used in this infrastructure.
For this specific challenge we implemented one of our
most efficient solutions for datacenter infrastructure, the
CUBO solution, which is a closed containment aisle that
includes:

>

Custom-made Arctic racks, which are one of the most secure
and stable cabinet in the market. Our range of Arctic Racks is
specially designed for easy fitting and maintenance, with
maximum ventilation required in a high density datacenter.

>

The CUBO solution was a closed hot containment aisle with a
maximum control of the airflows and security of the
equipments housed in the datacenter.

www.saifor.com

>

Cabinet Distribution Units CDUs that control and manage
the power distribution inside the CUBO.

>

Intelligent cabling system specially designed to organize
the great amount of cables used in this installation.

>

Zero Airflow system to avoid the mixing between the hot
and cold air.

>

Arctic server racks include multiple accessories that were
assembled in our facilities minimizing the costs of the
installation.

All of these solutions provide important energy and cost
savings, improve PUE and control the power, temperature
and security of this facility.
Be part of this project certifies the high quality and
precision of SAIFOR's solutions.
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QATAR

MEEZA M-VAULTS FULFILLING THE IT SECURITY,
AVAILABILITY AND SCALABILITY NEEDS

MEEZA DATACENTER FACILITIES

M-VAULT 3 INFORMATION:

Meeza is a managed IT Services and Solutions provider,
which offers a wide range of services in the Middle East and
North Africa.

Tier Availability: Tier III (99.98% Availability).
Environmental design: LEED Gold Certified.
Site Power: 4.5 MVA peak load

Meeza is always looking for tailored and flexible solutions
for its clients, that is why has selected SAIFOR as one of the
supplier to provide the solutions for the construction of its
M-Vault3 Datacenter.
SAIFOR's solutions for M-Vault3

>

+200 racks that were placed front to front in the cold aisle and
a back to back in the hot aisle arrangement.

Rack Power: 8 kW/rack average - 12 kW/rack maximum
Data centre: Raised Floor 524 m2
Location: Qatar Science and Technology Park (QSTP)

>

Zero airflow plus blanking panels to prevent the loss of cold
air or the entrance of hot air inside the containment.

>

At the end of each row of racks, a synchronized sliding doors
system was installed, allowing an easy access to the
containment aisle.

>

Internal/external cable systems

>

Cable routes systems, placed at the end of each row of racks
to link with the hall, where the containment was installed,
directly above the racks.

>

SAIFOR offers a system that allows removing one or more
racks from a continuous row without removing the ceiling
system.

>

SAIFOR Cold Aisle Containment System provides under floor
air supply to two rows of cabinets or IT equipment.

>

High level cable containment system capable of supporting
the installation of 6A cables to adjacent cabinets in the row.

>

The CACS that have a ceiling capable of accepting overhead
air distribution dampers, lighting space, fire alarm and fire
protection.

>

For emergency, an automatic roof panel opening system,
which allow gas suppressant going through the containment,
in case of fire.
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SAIFOR cold aisle solution gives this datacenter the
flexibility and functionality requested, because prevents
the mixing between hot and cold air, accommodates high
heat load, minimizes the fan power consumption,
increases the chilled water supply, optimizes the
operation of the chillers and best of all reduces the energy
consumption.
Besides the M-Vault3, SAIFOR is working in the new
Meeza's datacenter M-Vault2 that includes more than
1200 server racks, fitted in 60 CACS (Cold Aisle
Containment System).
This new datacenter will be located at 30kms outside Doha
and is scheduled to begin operation at the beginning of the
3rd quarter of this year. This world-class facility offers
business continuity solutions for all key disaster recovery
requirements criteria through service delivery and IT
experts.

COLD CONTAINMENT AISLE

M-VAULT 2 INFORMATION:

The datacenters are an important foundation on which
Meeza delivers a full portfolio of Managed IT services and
solutions to the market.
These facilities are designed and operated to fulfil the
requirements of the Uptime Tier III Datacenter
classification.

Tier Availability: Tier III (99.98% Availability)
Environmental design: LEED Gold Certified
Site Power: 15 MVA peak load
Rack Power: 4.25 kW/rack average
Data centre: Raised Floor 3,000 m2
Location: Umm Qarn 10 km from Al Khor

Being part of this important project is a very important
challenge for SAIFOR that gives us the opportunity to
consolidate as one of the best provider in the IT sector in
the Middle East region.
Meeza is always trying to give support to Qatar growing IT market; this is the reason to build this new datacenter to fulfill
the following objectives:

>
>
>
>

The increasing demand of datacenter services in Qatar.
Bring as soon as possible additional capacity online without changing the quality of the service.
Upgrade technology uses and system architectures, across the IT estate.
Create a fully mirrored IT infrastructure.

ABOUT MEEZA
Meeza a limited liability company of Qatar Foundation, which is the channel used now to help transform the state into
knowledge based society. The cost-effective and flexible Meeza Managed IT services packages provide virtual
servers with optimized infrastructure, operating systems and applications hosted in its high availability datacenter
in Qatar.
Meeza provides to its clients:

>
>
>

The foundation, where a secure virtual server, host the customers operating system and business applications.
Control and Management of the operating system, storage and data backup.
Management of the infrastructure that will help the client to gain a strategic advantage.

Meeza offers one of the most secure datacenters in The Middle East and the North of Africa.

www.saifor.com
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RAISED FLOOR

RAISED FLOOR, HIGH RESISTANCE AND
ACCESIBILITY

MULTIPLE FINISHES OPTIONS

SAIFOR raised floor is a high resistance, modular and
patented solution that allows creating useful services
zones under the datacenters, capitalizing the real estate
investment, providing security, great capacity and a great
space form maintenance.
Unlike other traditional floors, which columns are located
in on a 600x600mm grid, SAIFOR's raised floor is installed
on columns highly resistant of 1200x1200mm grid or
2400x2400mm one. Thank to its special design, it is not
necessary to use Maltese cross reinforcements between
columns, because these reinforcements only nullify or
preclude the access.
As time goes traditional flooring end up being chaotic,
dirty and unworkable zones. SAIFOR raised floor is design
to be different from the traditional raised floor, it is made to
create workable zone, allowing free movement without
obstacles under the datacenter. Because of this the
maintenance, cabling and installation can be easily done
in a quick, comfortable, clean and safety way.
On the other hand, it can be manufactured in any height,
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always keeping a minimum of 1200mm between columns.
Many accessories are available for cabling ducting and
organization of data cables, electrical installation, lighting,
water pipes, cooling channelling.
Another key feature of SAIFOR’s raised floor is its high
resistance. The structural system of columns and beam
has been designed to support high loads. The part of the
pavement tile allows any standard tile in the market with
these dimensions 600X600 (24” x 24”) , if it is not needed a
high load resistance tile or tiles highly durable and
resistance like SAIFOR’s flooring, which allows the pass of
the robot for maintenance without modifying the
pavement flatness.
This system also has a tile expansion joint that allows
absorbing the dimensional temperature changes, causing
a little flexibility in the pavement avoiding the worn out of
the remaining components by the continued use.
SAIFOR’s raised floor meets all the guaranties and
requirements of the market and it is certified as a Class
6/2/A/2 floor according to the standard EN 12825.

www.saiforupdates.com

NEW PRODUCTS

MAIN FEATURES

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Modular and scalable.
High resistance truss structure that allows distributing the
power.
Space between structure columns up to 2400mm.
Class A1 fire resistance.
High water & corrosion resistance.
Breaking load > 20.5 Kn & Security factor 2.
Slip resistance with a friction coefficient of 1.0-1.2.
High resistance tiles & air ventilation grilles from 0-100%
100% compatible with 600x600 (24”x24”) tile in the market.
A wide range of structured cabling solutions.
Patented product No. 201230193

ADVANTATGES
High load resistance, that allows the use of heavy systems in
whole raised floor surface. SAIFOR raised floor is the most
resistant in the market.
The Lower spaces without limit of height and a width of 2400mm
create lower sub-zones in the datacenter, which facilitates the
installation of cabling, the cooling distribution and constant
infrastructure maintenance.
High resistance tiles, with expansion joint models or ventilation
grille for plenum systems.
Avoid the use of reinforcement in the lower structure (like
“Maltese cross”) that nullifying useful spaces for maintenance
and equipment.
Reduce cable and cooling systems installations costs.
Have a wide range of accessories for the right distribution of
cabling.
SAIFOR raised floor is versatile and offers the possibility of
changes in the installation in the future.

HIGH RESISTANCE MODULAR STRUCTURE

AIRFLOW MANAGEMENT TILES

www.saifor.com
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CASES STUDY

KUWAIT / OMAN

KUWAIT & OMAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS WITH
SAIFOR PRECISE SOLUTIONS

ERGONOC CONSOLE

INDRA is a multinational Information Technology first in
SPAIN and one of the largest in Europe and Latin America
that since 2010 it has consolidated as one of the most
important technologic suppliers in The Persian Gulf and the
Middle East.
Two very important projects in this region has been
adjudicated to INDRA for their development and turnkey
delivery, these projects are the integration of a digital
communication system in Kuwait Airport and to upgrade
the entire infrastructure for air traffic control management
in Oman Airport.
For both projects INDRA has trusted in some of SAIFOR's
solutions for control room, among the solutions used in
these projects are:

>

Ergo-noc Console, which is the right solutions for those
environment where the resistance, ergonomics, flexibility and
modularity are necessaries in 365/24/7 working environment.

www.saifor.com

>

E-Desk this console was specially designed for the client, its
features allows the operators to have a perfect control of the
viewing angles and also has the possibility to change its
working position because the console has a system SIT/STAND
providing the comfort and ergonomic and minimizing human
errors.

Besides these two projects, INDRA has relied on us the
industrialization and production of its new design of
console that will be used for air traffic control in several
airports around the world.
Our Technical department transforms this concept into a
real product, from there, we have manufactured different
ranges of this solution, which will be adjusted to the
necessities of each one of the infrastructure where they will
be integrated.
All the processes made by SAIFOR to industrialize this
product were supervised and certified by INDRA
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VENEZUELA DISCOVERED SAIFOR'S
PRODUCT
SAIFOR has been selected to provide the technical
furniture for the most important banking institution in
Venezuela.
The requests for this project were to provide the
ergonomic solutions for two different areas, a NOC and
the training room that will be used by 16 operators,
always taking into account the space distribution, the
storage of the workstations, the perfect cabling inside
the console and a complete control of the viewing
angles in the working area.

The solutions offered by SAIFOR have an intelligent
cable management system inside the consoles that
allow a perfect and easy installation of the equipment
and keep everything organized inside the workstation.
They also offer precise modularity that allows
upgrading the console if there is any technological or
structural change in the future.

QATAR / VENEZUELA

SAIFOR's solutions for this project:
NOC NETWORK OPERATION CENTER

TRAINING ROOM

>

SAIFOR offered VDS range of consoles, which provides
flexibility, aesthetic, modularity and ergonomic features
that assure a perfect interaction between the user and
the equipments inside the control room.

>

The range of console used was the Ergo-noc, which
is one of the most durable consoles in the market;
the consoles were adapted to the dimensions of the
area and the numbers of operators inside it.

>

The consoles include a hanging cabinet to house the
equipments

>

>

SAIFOR slat wall mounts that supports multiple screens
creating a Video Wall sensation that gives the operator
the perfect control of the information they work with.

SAIFOR also included accessories and
complements to facilitate and optimize the
functionality of the room.

NEW CONTROL ROOM PROJECT FOR THE ICT
SAIFOR was selected by Salam Technology to provide
the technical furniture that will be used in ICT
(Information & Technology Council) control room.
The best solution for this project is VDS console range
that combines aesthetic design with high quality
materials assuring a lifetime guarantee.
The VDS consoles are straight and prepared to be used
by 4 operators, each one of them includes storage with
drawers that provide the necessary space to organize
all the working materials that the operators need in
this working area.
To facilitate their everyday work SAIFOR has also
included inside its proposal articulated double monitor
arms, which has vertical adjustment and multiple
screens configurations. These features will give the
operators all the visual control they need.
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ABOUT ICT
ICT QATAR connects people to the technologies
that enrich their lives, drive economic
development & inspire confidence in the future.
Established in 2004 as the nation's ICT policy
and regulatory body, the Supreme Council of
Information and Communication Technology
(ICT QATAR) supports Qatar's vision to achieve
social and political change while growing to be
as competitive as other countries.
ICT is already benefiting those who live and
work in Qatar in different ways. Children and
adults are learning more. Businesses of all sizes
are discovering new ways of business and new
markets. Government is more responsive. And
transformation in healthcare is under way.

www.saiforupdates.com

CASES STUDY

VDS CONSOLE, MODULAR FUNCTIONAL AND
ERGONOMIC SOLUTION IN SAUDI ARABIA

The biggest request of this project was to find the right
ergonomic furniture to install in this working environment,
which provides perfect distribution, organized cabling,
flexibility, modularity and aesthetic design assuring
efficiency and functionality.
To face this challenge, SAIFOR offered the VDS console
range that is one of the most modern consoles in the market,
whose main structural features allow multiple shape
configurations in order to adapt the console to the area.

> VDS concave consoles will be used by several
operators who will have wide storage, a perfect
control of the viewing angles, intelligent cable
management, data and power connections
strips inside the console, and vertical adjustable
monitor arms to support the screen in different
angles and positions.

> VDS straight console that will be used by one
operator with a rear cabinet to house all the
equipment inside the console.
With this furniture SAIFOR guarantees comfort,
durability and functionality in any mission critical
installation.

QATAR / SAUDI ARABIA

SAIFOR has been selected to be the provider of the
technical furniture that will be used in the control room
project in one of the e leading provider of power, control
and building automation Solutions Company in Saudi
Arabia.

VDS CONTROL ROOM

UTILITIES COMPANY IN QATAR USING
WIDESTAR IN ITS CONTROL ROOM
Salam Technology has been selected to get the
solutions for the control room in one of the most
important water stations in Qatar.
In order to supply the right technical furniture,
Salam Technology has trusted in SAIFOR's
solutions to fulfil the request of this control room
infrastructure.
The solution recommended by SAIFOR was its
WIDESTAR console range, which is durable,
flexible and modular, that also allows housing the
equipments inside a rear cabinet prepared with an
intelligent cable management, an easy access
cover for maintenance or installation of
equipments and a ventilation system to avoid
overheating.

www.saifor.com

WIDESTAR CONSOLE
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TECHNICAL FURNITURE
Our precise solutions for control room are scalable flexible and high
performance, which allow using and renewing any space adapting every
solution that will consistently perform. The accuracy of our technical furniture
gives the operators the right tools to work more efficiently.
Our range of products goes from room personalized storages to multifunctional furniture, height-adjustable tables to modular one, mobile and
storage systems. All these solutions are specially designed to give the
precision that any working environment needs.

>
>
>
>
>
>

Modular, which allows having multiple configurations.
Flexible, could be adapted to any environment.
Intelligent cable management, every cable organized inside the console.
Ergonomic, offers comfort avoiding fatigue and minimizing human errors.
Functional, because allows that multiple operators interact in the same area.
Aesthetic design with fine and simple lines which creates a pleasant environment.

SAIFOR UPDATES

QATAR

RAS LAFFAN EMERGENCY AND SAFETY COLLEGE
EQUIPED WITH WIDESTAR CONSOLES

WIDESTAR CONSOLE SOLUTION

This project was adjudicated to Salam Technology, which

>

For the security room SAIFOR used a WIDESTAR straight
console, which will be adapted to the shape and dimensions
of the room, giving the users the comfort and space they
need.

>

The features of WIDESTAR allow a perfect interaction
between the users and the equipments that are fitted inside
the console, because its design includes a back cabinet,
which has an intelligent cable management system and the
right ventilation to avoid overheating.

>

Each one of the consoles has storage drawers and adjustable
monitor arms that allow multiple screen configurations,
providing the operators with a perfect control and
monitoring of the information they are working with.

>

In addition to the consoles and the accessories SAIFOR also
included in its offer, VDS credenzas that will be used as
printer desks and storage in order to have all the working
materials organized.

>

The consoles and the credenzas have a lighting system
inside them to facilitate their maintenance.

is one of SAIFOR's partners in the region.
The project's challenges
The project demanded different solutions to meet the
following requirements: the right ergonomic solutions,
aesthetic, space distribution, modularity and flexibility,
these solutions will be installed in three different mission
critical control rooms inside Ras Laffan facilities, each one
of them requested to have high quality products that
improved the functionality of the working area.
In order to fulfil the customer's requests for the project
Salam Technology trusted SAIFOR as the provider of the
control room solutions needed in this important project.

The solutions:

>

For the central and tower control room, SAIFOR has designed
a custom-made WIDESTAR console for multiple operators,
that includes a control panel on top of the console.
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The flexibility, modularity and functionality of SAIFOR
technical furniture allow upgrading or making any
changes in the future.

www.saiforupdates.com

CASES STUDY

ROMANIA

A NEW COMMAND AND CONTROL CENTER
WAS INAUGURATED BY THE ROMANIAN
BORDER POLICE

ROMANIAN BORDER POLICE CONTROL CENTER

On July 24th the Romanian Border Police opened its new
Command and control center building in Bucharest, this
infrastructure host the system datacenter and the
dispatch center with the latest technology.
This project is part of a 524 million investment that will be
used to cover the complete Schengen European border,
and it is one of the most modern and extensive border
security project in Europe.
For this project Cassidian has installed and integrated
system with surveillance enhanced recognition and
identification capabilities, operational applications for
command and control with automatic vehicle location,
threat analysis at border crossing and e-learning for
border guards, a secure Tetra mobile communication
network, all functioning over a highly reliable national
data and voice communication system and supervised by
an umbrella management system.
In order to get the ergonomic needed in this project;
Avitech has trusted SAIFOR's control room solutions, to
provide the suitable technical furniture and accessories.

www.saifor.com

SAIFOR's solutions:
In this project, SAIFOR has installed straight VDS
consoles, which are specially design to fulfil the operator's
needs inside the working environment, space distribution
among operators, right storage, etc. Each one of the
consoles were manufactured with wide storages, to allow
each user to organize their working materials and an
intelligent cable system inside the console for connecting
the equipments, and the data and power connection in an
organized way.
The consoles were complemented with a CXO ergonomic
seat, both of these solutions meet the demands of this
working environment.

ROMANIAN BORDER POLICE BUILDING
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The future console, today

The little special details make

VDS the best

ergonomic solution
in the market.

visit saiforconsoles.com to discover
all VDS solutions

CASES STUDY

GOVERNMENT INSTITUTION IN UAE
WITH SAIFOR'S SOLUTIONS

SAIFOR designed custom-made solutions for this project
that include: A crisis VDS desk for 16 operators that
needed to have pop up monitors that allows the users to
have a perfect control of the information.
Special configurations of the crisis desk:

>

Electrically retractable 17” monitor with an inclination of 20º.

>

Motorized microphones & Internet WIFI connection

ABOUT INTERTECH
Intertech was established in 2000 to supply highquality products whilst providing clients with
comprehensive design and engineering service as
well as post-installation maintenance and technical
support. Today is the leading designer/integrator for
control rooms and operations centers in Middle East.
Intertech has over 100 installations in the region in
which has implemented high quality solutions that
meet the highest standards requested in the different
application markets as ATC, telecommunications,
traffic and security surveillance, broadcast and
defence.

SAIFOR also included a VDS furniture for storage.

VDS CRISIS DESK

WIDESTAR CONSOLES IN TWO DIFFERENT
PROJECTS IN AUSTRALIA
SAIFOR is in charge of providing the technical furniture for two
important control room in Australia, one in Sidney and the other
one in Brisbane.
In both of these projects the main request was implementing a
high quality and ergonomic solutions that fulfil the requirements
of the working environment. SAIFOR in order to meet the
requirements of its customer offered the following solutions
SAIFOR solutions for these projects were:

>

For both of them, SAIFOR has created custom-made solutions with
our Widestar Console Range.

>

The Widestar console is specially designed for mission critical
environments where the interaction between the users and the
equipments is constant.

>

To adapt the console to the environment's needs SAIFOR installed 2
heat extraction, low noise fans on the back doors, to keep the
equipments inside the console at the right temperature and protect
them from overheating. Beside this, it was also included a drop-in
control panel, which is part of the equipment needed by each user
to do their every day work.

www.saifor.com

DROP-IN CONTROL
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AUSTRALIA / MIDDLE EAST

Intertech was the company in charge of providing the
solutions for the control room in one of the most important
chemical institution in UAE. To get the right solutions they
have chosen SAIFOR to provide the technical furniture for
this project.

SAIFOR UPDATES

HEADQUARTERS

OUR COMPANY

SAIFOR a a private property funded in 1985. It is a leading
company in designing and manufacturing custom made
solutions for datacenters and mission critical control room,
specialized in 19" racks and custom-made technical
furniture, SAIFOR has more than 30 years of experience
offering quality and services. Even today it is one of the
leading companies in the Datacenter infrastructure and
Control Room industry.

In SAIFOR's headquarters there is its central design center
and its production plant that has more than 12000m2, with
the latest machinery, it is located in Vallbona de Anoia,
Barcelona-España.
SAIFOR has its showrooms in Barcelona and Madrid
(Spain), Palaiseau (France), Kontick (Belgium) and
Santiago (Chile).

SHOWROOM IN BARCELONA
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OUR VALUES

SAIFOR HEADQUARTERS, SPAIN

SAIFOR also has facilities to provide any installation services or
shipment around the world. One advantage is having its companies in
Palaiseau (Francia), Kontick (Belgium) and Santiago (Chile) and a
network of official partners, allows SAIFOR to develop any project in
any part of the world.
Our team of engineers are highly qualified in the designing area and
supported by the R+I+D department, solving any technical issue and
looking constantly for new ideas to
keep SAIFOR ahead of
technologies.
The design of its facilities and the Know How of SAIFOR's professionals,
allow facing the Green IT policies of the company and manufacturing
high quality products.
Quality and environment are important aspects in SAIFOR mission.
Each one of SAIFOR's professionals has the commitment and
responsibility needed to get the highest quality combined with a high
respect for the environment
SAIFOR is a certified company:

> ISO 9001 to quality since 1997
> ISO 14001 environmental since 2000
> EMAS environmental since 2000

www.saifor.com

SAIFOR PRECISE SOLUTIONS
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STATE OF THE ART SOLUTIONS
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In the last five years this event has been celebrated
in Madrid, becoming one of the most important IT
event on the market, this year the event was
celebrated in Kinepolis a modern building with the
latest advances in audiovisual.

SAIFOR EVENTS

Datacenter Dynamics is acknowledged as the
definitive event where the leading experts in the
field share their insights with the top level
datacenter operators in each market.
On June 12th SAIFOR participated in this event
presenting innovative cooling and emergency
solutions.
Our commercial team has used this event as a
platform to show our precise solutions, to interact
with our clients, heard their feedbacks and
explained to them our innovations.

IT-Messen Fair Oslo 2012 was celebrated From
October 18th to 19th in Spektrum, Oslo, this event
is Norway's largest meeting place where
innovations and market's leading suppliers of IT
solutions reunite to discuss the new technologies
and trends.
In this event, SAIFOR participated with our partner
in Norway, Datacenter Technology that presented
some of SAIFOR's most innovative solutions for
energy efficiency in a datacenter infrastructure,
explaining to the visitors the advantages in
efficiency and functionality that our solutions
provide to any facility.
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SAIFOR EVENTS

On October 23rd 2012, SAIFOR will be presenting its energy efficiency solutions in the world's leading peer-led
datacenter conference and Expo Series.
In this event SAIFOR's export manager Samuel Jimenez will be one of the speakers in this conference, who will explain
different steps to improve the efficiency in datacenters and also the different solutions offered by SAIFOR to get the
maximum performance and highest savings.
Among the solutions that will be presented to the attendees will be SAIFOR's Advanced Cooling Solutions, retrofitting,
Raised Floor, Zero Airflow system, CDUs and PUE.

www.saifor.com
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SAIFOR S.L.
Headquarters
WORLDWIDE Sales
Poligono Industrial La Plana, nave 4
08785 Vallbona d’Anoia (Barcelona) SPAIN
Tel. +34 937 718 338 - Fax +34 937 718 447
Email: saifor@saifor.com - www.saifor.com

SAIFOR France S.A.R.L.
FRANCE
Zone Industrielle des Glaises
9, Rue Salvador Allende
91120 Palaiseau – France
Tel. +33 01 69191290 - Fax +33 01 69191291
Email : saifor@saifor.fr - www.saifor.fr

SAIFOR Benelux bvba
BELGIUM, NETHERLANDS & LUXEMBURG
Pins Boudewijnlaan 17, unit 4
2550 Kontich - Belgium
Tel. +32 3 444 05 00 – Fax +32 3 444 05 09
Email: info@saifor.be - www.saifor.be

SAITEK Madrid S.L.
SPAIN, PORTUGAL & ANDORRA
Parque empresarial Alvia
José Echegaray, 8 Edif. 3 Planta Baja Mod. 2
28230 - Las Rozas (MADRID)
Tlf: +34 916 402 090 - Fax: +34 916 402 067
Email: saitekmadrid@saitek.es - www.saitek.es

SAIFOR Chile
COMERCIAL DANOIA LIMITADA
CHILE
Avenida Carlos Valdovinos, 1380
8910049 San Miguel, Santiago - CHILE
Tel. +56 27108690 - Fax +56 27108689
Email: saifor@saifor.cl - www.saifor.cl
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